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YMCA Concert Features
Versatile Folk Singers

their wide variety of vocal and On one of their visits to New many students have shown an couples are $3.
instrumental selections.
York, they met Ken Green- interest in the concert. There When the Highwaymen were
grass, manager for Steve Law- are, however, enough tickets chosen for the second annual
. SUCCESS
rence and Eydie Gorme, who left and these will be on sale concert, Mr. J. R. Cooper, Gen*
This singing group has the started the boys off in show
at the door of the auditorium eral Secretary of the Clemson
distinction of hitting the show business. Shortly thereafter he tonight. The YMCA Council
business jackpot with their had them record for United feels that the interest in this YMCA, commented, "From advery first recording "Michael," Artists Records. Their first type of entertainment is high vance information which w«
have received on this fine
a pre-Civil War Negro spiritual. release was the hit record on the campus and has decidgroup, the students of Clemson
This record sold over a million "Michael."
ed to make the concert an an- and the Clemson community
copies and made the group a
TICKET SALES
nual affair. Single tickets are certainly will not want to miss
favorite with folk music fans Ticket sales have shown that on sale for $2 and tickets for this concert."
in the United States and
throughout the world. A rapid
number of other big hits fol- STRINGS ATTACHED
lowed in succession. Among
these were such favorites as
"Cotton Fields," "Well, Well,"
"Praetoria," and many others.
Following the single and album success, the Highwaymen
began to receive offers for personal appearances. They went
Julie London and the Bobby to some of the leading colleges
Troup Quartet will provide en- and universities in the country.
tertainment for the Clemson They appeared on the "Ed Sul- Mantovani, the international slow to turn toward music as on five continents. The MantoCollege Homecoming Friday livan Show'" and "The Tonight star who consistently tops best- his profession, he ran into par- vani orchestra consists of 45
dance from 9 pm until 1 am Show" on national television, selling record lists, will present ental opposition. The elder Man- pieces of which 32 are in tha
and Lloyd Price and his 15- Some of their nightclub engage- his New Music for the Clemson tovani wanted his son to be an string section; this emphasis on
piece orchestra will play Sat- ments were at the Blue Angel College Concert Series opener
urday night from 8 until mid- in New York, the Casino Royal in the Field House 8 p.m. Wed- engineer, but when junior dem- the violin contingent of the oronstrated an unmistakable bent chestra results in arrangements
night.
in Washington, D. C, the Hun- nesday, November 13.
Both dances on the weekend gry I in San Francisco, and General admission season tic- for the violin, senior relented very near the symphonic in
of November 15-16 will be in- the Living Room in Chicago. kets for adults at $7 each and and Mantovani came into mu- scope. Such popular favorites as
sic. At eighteen, the boy aban- "Greensleeves,"
"Wyoming,"
formal and held in the dining
for students at $4 are on sale doned a promising career as a "Charmaine," "Moulin Rouge"
BEGINNING
hall. Ticket prices are $5.50
at the President's office. The
per couple Friday, $4.50 per This colorful five began their student tickets are for public concert violinist for a conduc- and "Theme from Carnival" ascouple Saturday, and $9.00 for mutual career when they were school children, college students tor's berth with a salmi orches- sume entirely new depths when
block tickets for both nights. honor students at Wesleyan not enrolled at Clemson and tra. During the thirties, Manto- served up on a Mantovani platTickets may be purchased University. Being members of wives of Clemson students. All vani formed his own orchestral ter.
from Central Dance Associa- the same fraternity they volun- regularly enrolled Clemson stu- combination which he called
tion members or at the door. teered a program of rock'roll dents are admitted on presenta- Tipica Orchestra" which play- In 1951, the Mantovani name
chants along with more serious
ed in restaurants, hotels and became an international byMiss London, one of the na- fold songs when members were tion of identification cards.
eventually invaded the rapidly word in the music profession aftion's top attractions, rocketed invited to do impromptu en- This tour marks the seventh growing British radio industry; ter its owner recorded a series
of waltzes for London Records
to fame shortly after her grad- tertainment one evening. Later,
time the maestro has visited he had his own program on to release in the U. S. He has
uation from high school. Fol- as they became increasing
America for a; season of sold- BBC.
never descended from the pinlowing a success screen test, popular on their own campus,
out performances, the result of As Mantovani conducted, he nacle to which he arose at that
she introduced her first hit the Highwaymen began to sing
record, "Cry Me a River," at hootenannies in eastern uni- Mantovani magic in the concert also experimented until he time. In the ensuing years, ha
hall.
evolved his famed music which has not only made more recordwhich won applause from music versities.
(Continued on Page 6)
fans throughout the nation.
A quadruple threat in the mu- he has played so successfully
There soon followed guest apsic profession, slim, dark-hairpearances on major network
ed, handsome Annunzio Paolo YOUTH DAY
telecasts such as Perry Como,
The Junior Class at Clem- Mantovani is conductor, comEd Sullivan and Steve Allen. son College will serve a poser, arranger and violinist.
She has made more than 15 chicken and barbecue dinner Scion of a musical family, his
motion pictures, recorded a on Youth Day, this Satur- father once served as a concert
score of popular albums and day, November 2, from 11 master under Arturo Toscanini,
appeared in most of the coun- am until the start of the Piero-Mascagni, Saint - Saens
try's leading night clubs.
Clemson-Wake Forest foot- and others. Born in Venice, ItPrice grew up amidst the ball game at 2 pm. It will aly, at four, he went to London
blues of New Orleans. From be "all you can eat" for where his father, who had come Prospective Clemson College ductions of Dr. J. K. Williams,
playing the piano and trum- $1.25 per plate on a site ad- to the city with an opera com- students from high schools in vice president for academic afpet, he switched to singing, jacent to the Field House. pany, conducted a salon orches- South Carolina and various fairs and dean of the college,
which brought stardom, "Law- Proceeds will be used to tra in one of London's finest other states will be guests of and deans of the schools by
the College on annual "High Walter T. Cox, dean of student
dy Miss Clawdy." His record- sponsor the annual Junior hotels.
School Visitation Day" Satur- affairs.
ings include five million-seller Senior banquet.
After a descreption of underThough Mantovani was not day, November 2.
hits.
President Robert C. Ed- graduate programs by Dr. Wilwards has issued invitations to
(Continued on Page 4)
students, their parents, school
ORGANIZED BULL-SESSIONS?
advisiors and other interested
persons to acquire a better understanding of faculty and staff
members and to discover Clemson's many educational services.
All college facilities will be
open for inspection, and deans,
The Student Government of
department heads, faculty, and Clemson College announces the
Sponsoring a series of discus- on Tuesday night from 7:45 to tution. Mr. J. R. Roy Cooper, student leaders will be on hand 1963-1964 MISS CLEMSON COLsions in the men's and women's 8:45 in the women's dormitory, director of the YMCA, stated to greet the high school seni- LEGE CONTEST.
dormitory, the YMCA and the while men discuss the topics on that he is "very well pleased ors and their friends, conduct- All application blanks must
ing them on tours through the be filled out and in the Office
YMCA councils started the pro- Thursday nights, 8:30 to 9:30. with the turn out" thus far.
gram on October 24, and last- This program exemplifies the Also according to Mr. Coop- five schools and answering their of Student Affairs on or before Monday, November 4, 1963.
ing until November 21. The top- purpose of the YMCA Councils, er, the Clemson YMCA has a questions.
ics of these discussions include "to bring together men and wo- class council in each of the four The day begins with an in- Also a picture of your entry
the relevance of religion in men of the respective classes classes. The YMCA Cabinet is formal reception for the visi- must be turned in with the
higher eduation, the effect of who desire, by exchange of composed of students from the tors 9 a.m. in Tillman Hall. At application.
interfaith or interdominational ideas and fellowship, to streng- upper three classes and these 9:30 the film, "This is Clem- Election of MISS CLEMSON
marriage,
what ideals and then their own spiritual life and usually come from students who son," pictorial presentation of COLLEGE will be held on
standards of sex morality boys the lives of others and to serve are interested in the council the Clemson story, will be Thursday, November 14, 1963.
All students are eligible and
shown.
and girls hold, joining college the members of their class and program.
organizations and the GPR sys- other classes in developing finer The Freshman Council, which Dr. Edwards will welcome the should vote. Anyone wishing
Clemson students at Clemson," is organized in September of guests at 10 a.m. in the College an application blank should see
tem.
auditorium, followed by intro- Ed Lominack in 4-127.
(Continued on Page 3)
Women's discussions are held according to the club's consti-

London Heads
Homecoming
Entertainment

The Highwaymen of "Cotton Fields" fame, will stage a performance sponsored by the Clemson YMCA Senior Council
tonight at 8:00 p.m.

OPEN DOOR POLICY

Coeds Proudly
Display Dorm

Coach Fear said he was very
proud of the overall team record and has the highest hopes
for the team in the future tour- By CHARLES HUMPHERIES
naments.
Clemson College's new girls
The next scheduled meet will dormitory will be open to the
be at the University of South general public for the first time
Carolina November 7, 8, and 9. since its opening date in SepAnderson and Hopkins will re- tember. Kay Kellet, social
present Clemson in a two-man chairman of the dormitory, anvarsity tournament with the nounced to the Tiger that this
teams alternating sides after open house would be conducted
each round. The Clemson no- Saturday, November 2, during
vice team will compete in a the Youth Day exercises. The
tournament at the University of dormitory will be open to the
Georgia, November 22 - 23. The general public Saturday during
team is still anxious to obtain the hours of 10 to 12 a.m.
new members and. anyone in- in the morning and from 4 to 6
terested is asked to see Prof. A. p.m. immediately following the
J. Fear in his office, Room 317 game with Wake Forest.
The girls in the residence hall
of the new office building.

LIQUID OF LIFE

Donating Blood
Has Benefits

Since Pickens county is a
member of the Asheville program,
and because Oconee
County, in which the College
proper
is located, is not a
member, the blood bank drive
will be held in the Episcopal
Church Parish. The drive is being sponsored by the Canterbury

College Newspaper

it

By CHARLES HUMPHRIES
Tiger News Staff
Clemson College will host tonight the Highwaymen in a
concert presented by the Senior
Council of the YMCA and the
Clemson College YMCA. The
Highwaymen are considered by
many people to be one of the
most popular folk singing
groups in the country today,
because of their international
approach to folk music and

The Clemson affirmative,
composed of John Anderson and
Michael Hopkins, recorded the
best finish in the brief history
of the Calhoun Forensic Society,
winning 5 out of six rounds and
placing fifth in team standings.
The team had little trouble in
defeating its first five opponents and, in the final round,
competed in a battle against undefeated Vanderbilt University.
Unfortunately, Vanderbilt emerged victorious and won second
place for the tournament.

Reporting to the Clemson President's Cabinet recently, Holcombe McDaniel of the Asheville Regional Blood Program
of the American National Red
Cross told the class and student
body officers that the Red Cross
will bring a mobile blood bank
to the Clemson community on
December 10 and 11.

Clemson College

South Carolina's Oldest
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On October 25 and 26, the
Clemson debate team, coached
by Professor Arthur J. Fear
competed in the tenth annual
Dixie Debate Tournament, held
at Mercer University in Macon,
Georgia. A total of 29 teams
from 8 states competed in this
six round tournament.

The Clemson negative team,
composed of Tom Ramsay and
James Stacey, while winning
only one debate, lost several
close
decisions which could
have gone either way. Ramsay
and Stacey were handicapped
by the fact that they were competing in the varsity class, although this was only their first
college debate tournament. Two
members of the novice team,
Jinx Williams and
Tommy
Sizemore,
accompanied the
group to Mercer.

Tiger

The

ATTENTION club presidents:
the original
deadline for turning in contracts for a page in the
TAPS has passed. To receive a space this year,
the contracts along with a list of contract members (including their class and major) and a
write-up must be turned in IMMEDIATELY. No
contracts will be accepted* after November 18.

Club, the Council of Club Presidents,
the Inter-Fraternity
Council, and the Hall Supervisors; while the President's Cabinet is acting as co-ordinator
for the drive.
According to Mr. McDaniel,
the Red Cross program is very
much like an "insurance program." Giving a pint of blood
a year is the donor's premium,
and the benefits of this "insurance" policy are that if a donor's family or parents ever need
blood they will receive blood
free from the Red Cross.
In the future hall supervisors
and members of the Presidents'
Cabinet will be distributing
(Continued on Page 4)

have planned a special open
house for the dates of the girls
from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. that
night.
"We want the boys to come
for this event which the girls
have planned so they can see
the beautiful building we have,"
Miss Kellett said Tuesday.
"There has also been planned
another open house during the
week of Homecoming," she
stated.
Some of the new, modern facilities which the girls in the
residence hall enjoy include an
elevator, a sun deck, a women's
lounge and a main lounge, both
of which have wall-to-wall carpets, and an intercom system
to each room. These and many
other new items in the dormitory will be shown to the
public during the open houses
planned. All rooms will be open,
and the officers of the dormitory will be on hand to escort
any interested persons through
the dorm.
At the present time, there
are 66 girls residing in the
dorm. The new residence hall
has rooms for 142 girls. There
are three floors, four halls to a
floor and six rooms to a hall.
During big dance weekends and
special events, the dorm serserves to house some of the out
of town dates of Clemson men.
"All the co-eds want to extend
to everyone a cordial invitaion
to come by Saturday to see our
dormitory. We certainly do
know that they will enjoy it
and that it will be worth the
trouble to stop by. All the girls
are proud of the dorp» and
really would enjoy showing it
Off to guests," said Miss Kellett.

Mantovani Presents 'Naw Music'
Opening Clemson Concert Series

Bar-B-Q Dinner

Tigers - To - Be
Visit Clemson

Wl

Y' Councils Sponsor
Topical Discussions

Miss Clemson
To Be Elected

Former TIGER Chief Promoted - - College VP
By JIM BARNES
President Robert C. Edwards today announced the
appointment of Wright Bryan,
former editor of the Cleveland Plain Dealer and the
Atlanta Journal, as Vice-President for Development at
Clemson College.
A 1926 graduate of Clemson,
Bryan was awarded the honorary degree, Doctor of Letters, when he made the commencement address for the
Class of '56 at Clemson.
DUTIES DELINEATED
Bryan will officially report
to his new post following
Capt. Frank J. Jervey's retirement on December 31,
after nearly five years as the
head of Clemson's Office of
Development.
As Vice President for Development, Bryan will be in
charge of long-range development of the college, including
programming of public and
alumni relations, coordination and promotion of sponsored research activities, development of a college-wide
system of statistical reporting, and the direction of all
institutional fund-raising activities. Bryan will also coordinate all studies affecting
such areas as enrollment,
building planning, long-range
financing, and the collegewide research program.

BRYAN PRAISED
"We are extremely fortunate Jo be able to add to our
staff a man of Mr. Bryan's
outstanding abilities and accomplishments,"
President
Edwards said today. "His devotion to Clemson College
and a concern for the continuing excellence of the institution have been a part of
his life for many years. It
is with great enthusiasm that
we look forward to an increasingly effective Clemson
College development program
under his capable guidance."
CLEMSON ALUMNUS
Bryan attended Clemson
grammar and high school and
was graduated from CalhounClemsfln High School in 1922.
In the fall of that year he
entered Clemson College,
where his father had been
graduated in the school's
second graduating class in
1898 and had remained as an
English professor and agricultural editor until his retirement forty-six years later.
Getting an early start in
journalism, Bryan sold a
weekly magazine to cadets at
Clemson for five years before
he entered Clemson as a student.
"LITTLE BALDHEAD"
Nicknamed "Litlte Baldhead" in his college days,
Bryan edited a sports column,

"Sports from the Baldhead
Row," for THE TIGER. Bryan's father, then with the
English department, was described by Bryan as having
"a head like a billiard ball."
He served one year each
as a reporter, sports editor,
managing editor, the editor of
THE TIGER, and during the
summer he worked on the
Greenville Piedmont for J.
Rion McKissick, later president of the University of South
Carolina. He covered city
hall, courthouse, county jail,
fire department, police department,
and
recorder's
court six days a week. Said
Bryan, "My greatest respect
still goes to the good reporter; there is no higher accolade in our business."
Upon graduation, he returned to the Piedmont for a year
as a reporter and sports editor, then went on to the University of Missouri School of
Journalism.
"Baldhead is an excellent
journalist and by his faithfulness he has made his paper
one of the best college publications in the South," said
the 1926 TAPS. "As perhaps
the future editor of some
well-known daily we wish him
the best of luck." Bryan
went on to become the editor
of not one,' but two well
known dailies, the ATLANTA

JOURNAL and the CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER.
BRAVE REPORTER
Bryan's big day as a war
correspondent came June 6,
1944, on D-Day, the invasion

of France. He flew with the
first of the C-47's carrying
paratroopers over Normandy
and then hurried back to London to make the first eyewitness broadcast of the in-

Wright Bryan

Stolen by Lank

vasion of France.
Following the First Army
through Europe, he was captured by the Germans and
was wounded. He was put
in PW Camp Oflag 64 and
liberated by the Russians in
1945. Lieut. Col. Parks Hunt
of the Fourth Division troops
said of him, "He was so anxious to see things for himself we couldn't keep him
from the front lines. He was
under fire all the time he
was with our unit, and I can
tell you everybody respected
his nerve." Later he was
awarded the Medal of Freedom by General Dwight D.
Eisenhower for his services
as a correspondent.
Returning to Atlanta in
June, 1945, he was promoted
to editor of THE ATLANTA
JOURNAL where he served
until 1953. In 1947 the War
Department invited him to
make a tour of observation
covering Japan, China, and
Korea. In 1951 he was invited by the Defense Department to tour western Europe
to observe NATO operations,
study economic conditions
and military progress and see
at first hand the European
situation.
In January of 1954 he became editor of THE PLAIN
DEALER in Cleveland, Ohio,
and held that position until
his resignation in May of this

year.
HONORARY DEGREES
In addition to his degrees
from Clemson he has been
made an honorary Doctor of
Laws by the College of Wooster in Ohio. He is also a
member of the Board of Overseers of Sweet Briar College
in Virginia, of which his wife
and daughters are alumnae.
He is a past president of the
Clemson Alumni Association
and a recipient of the Clemson Distinguished Alumnus
Award.
Bryan has served as president of the American Society
of Newspaper Editors, as a
director of The Associated
Press, and as chairman of
the Georgia Press Institute.
He is a former president of
the Rotary Club of Atlanta
and a former chairman of
the Atlanta Red Cross Chapter. In Cleveland he has
served as an officer of the
Red Cross, the United Appeal,
the Welfare Federation, the
Boy Scouts, and other civic
organizations.
He is a member of the First
Baptist Church of Greater
Cleveland, of Sigma Delta
Chi professional journalism
fraternity, of Phi Kappa Psi
social fraternity, and of several social clubs in Cleveland,
Atlanta, and New York.
FAMILY MAN
Bryan was married October

12, 1932, to Ellen Hillyer
Newell of Atlanta. They have
three children, Ellen Newell
(Mrs. Brent A. Tozzer, Jr.,
of Gambier, Ohio), Mary
Lane (Mrs. John K. Sullivan
of Cleveland, Ohio), and William Bryan, Jr., a senior at
Vanderbilt University; and
two grandchildren, David Bryan Sullivan and Brent A. Tozzer.
"I am happy to be returning to Clemson," Bryan said
today, "to live again on the
scene of some of my brightest
days. Mrs. Bryan and I look
forward eagerly to reunions
with old friends and to meeting new ones."
I PROMISE . . .
"It is a great honor for
me to succeed my longtime
friend, Frank Jervey, who
has meant so much to Clemson. I am especially glad I
shall have the opportunity to
work with President Robert
C. Edwards and his colleagues of faculty and staff, for
whom I have great admiration and respect.
"Being immensely proud of
Clemson College's past and
present, I shall do all in my
power to help advance her
future."
THE TIGER wishes to personally extend its welcome to
Bryan, a Clemson alumnus
and more importantly an old
TIGER staffer.

Tiger
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Notes And Comments

Students Don't
Dig Dormitories
By JOHN COYLE
Associate Editor
Not everyone in the student body reacted favor-

Justice Aborted

ably to the Educational Policy Committee's proposal
that the living arrangements of all undergraduate
male students be subject to the approval of the ad-

group of small men who feel that the

ministration.

This

"Rat Court" is entirely too lax. It would

means that any judgment or law by
any agency in the country must be sub-

be well to remember that such things

ject to this document.

islated.

ommendation exhibited little or no reaction to the
proposal, but students who currently live off-campus
voiced marked opposition to the suggestion.
Students were primarily concerned with what
limitations the administration would choose to determine off-campus housing approval; what sort of reason would be deemed sufficient excuse to live offcampus.

The Constitution of the United States
is the supreme law of the land.

Here at Clemson we have a "court"
that is apparently above the U. S. Constitution, at least this court sees no rea-

as morality and tradition cannot be legIn fact, the enforcement by the

"Rat Court" may be a contributing factor to the decline of the "rat system."
Surely those persons who violate rat

son to observe the safeguarded rights

rules out of spite (to use' a "Rat Court"

covered in the first ten amendments.

term) are not going to be changed by

Of course, the "court" we are referring

their punishment.

to is the so-called Rat Court.

ished for forgetfulness or lack of en-

Recently this body held a closed door
session in which the defendants were
denied any form of advice or representa-

thusiasm may turn out to despise the
court and system which they had previously supported.
This matter of punishment brings

was denied admission just to watch the
proceedings. The exclusion of observers is, in itself, an abridgement of a basic right.

up another point that should be consid-

In at least one "case" that came before the "court" this week the basic
principle of double-jeopardy was also
violated. This right is designed to prevent a man from being tried again on a
charge he has once been acquitted from.
This also applies to using evidence such
as, "He has been tried for stealing before, so he likely stole this time."
In this case a member of the "Rat
Court" offered the opinion that the decision to find a certain rat guilty of not
wearing his hat was influenced by the
fact that he had once been tried on this
charge before and found innocent.
The list of rights that are constantly
abridged by this court is almost endless
but these two alone are enough to warrant a charge of mistrial against any
action taken by this "court." The most
frequent argument offered in defense of
these mispractices is that the "Rat
Court" is not important enough to warrant the extra trouble. If it is important enough to exist at all (which is a
better than average question itself)
then it is big enough to protect the individual rights of its victims.
It should be recognized that this body
is under great pressure from a small

ered.

What is a "cruel or unusual pun-

ishment" that the Bill of Rights strictly forbids?

The practice of shaving a

Rat is about as unusual as it gets.
This of course is no great matter,
unless it is your hair.

But great or

small it is a far greater punishment now
than it would have been at the first of
rat season. Early in the fall when none
of the rats had hair a block "C" would
be practically nothing. Now it would
mean having a shaved head after the
end of the season. It would mean an
unsightly appearance for the homecoming dance, Thanksgiving and even
Christmas.
The early offenders may have been
rebellious and according to the logic
of the court may have deserved such a
fate. However, the victims now are
largely accidental or else they would
have "earned" their "C's" long ago.
Earlier we had referred to the "Rat
Court" as an inquisition. This was resented and the term "court of justice"
has been put forward instead. It is possible that the "Rat Court" can become
a "court of justice" but until it opens
its doors, allows representation, abolishes block "C's" late in the season, and, in
general, respects "the Bill of Rights," it
will not measure up.

Last week Dr. R. C. Edwards vol-

as "Dr. Edwards," "President Edwards,"

unteered as a spotter for the Clemson-

or even a first name would have been

Many students have

voiced the opinion that this showed an
interest in the students and the game
which was remarkable.

Most everyone

seems to be glad that he did this and
we agree.

\^«4^^

block "C" in the head of an offending

Who's That!
Virginia game.

Probably the main reason for many students
wanting to live off-campus is a desire to escape the
noise and hell-raising in the tin-cans: Contrary to
what Dean Coakley says, cost is rarely a positive
factor in making the choice between on-campus and
off-campus housing. More often, it is a negative factor, and yet students frequently move out of the dormitories despite added expense.

Those who are pun-

In fact, the editor of THE TIGER

tion.

better than the strictly bush "Dr. Bob"
that was sent out again and again over
the air.

Surely a President of a college

deserves a better fate.
By the way, this same announcer

However, the behavior of the radio

also said that "Dr. Bob was going to

announcer who talked to our President

have the privilege of reading the statis-

on the air did the school a great deal

tics."

of harm. Surely a term of address such

foot?

Isn't the shoe more on the other

Ideas And Opinions

Growing National Sport
For University Students
By BILL MEGGS
Editorial Columnist
Last spring a car-load of
Clemson students, . mostly
male, were returning to the
campus from an eastern point
of the state. Their trip took
them right through the heart
of that historical and beautiful city, Columbia. Columbia
is the capital of that historical and beautiful state, South
Carolina. South Carolina enjoys national prestige—it is
the only state in the union in
which one has to be a college
graduate to get into the army.
One of the colleges lies right
in the center of Columbia,
and, appropriately enough, it
is known as the University of
South Carolina. It was here
that the car-load of students
found themselves, and it was
here that a ravishing Carolina co-ed found herself crossing in front of the heavily-laden
automobile. The wind was
blowing, and with a great
deal of precision, timed to
external sources, the Clemson
students yelled in unison:
"Bang!"
Among college males, the
fastest growing spectator
sport is a challenging game
of pseudo-conquest designed
to occupy frustrated minds
and allow a quick abolition of
social customs. And besides,
it's fun. The sport is widespread; indeed, it is played
on a national scale. Sometimes it accompanies other
atheletic events such as basketball and football games,
but it can be played everywhere and at all times.
Usually it is played in a
crowd, but one lone-wolf may
get great delight from a game
of solitare. One of the most
fascinating aspects of the
game is that it can be played only by members of the

Eternal Wisdom

Plato's Timeless Philosphy
By WILLIAM F. HAMILTON
Tiger Columnist
A lot of changes have been
made in the last twenty-five
centuries but people haven't
changed much at all. Today
we don't read Aristotle to
get the best information on
biology, and we wouldn't read
Hippocrates to find out how
to cure a stomach ache, but
some early writers had some
pretty up-to-date ideas on people and society.
Plato, for instance, one of
the sages of ancient Greece,
wrote volumes on the way
countries should be run. He
wrote reams, too, on how
they shouldn't be run; and he
wrote pages analyzing and
criticizing various forms of
government. Today, in an
age when we scoff at unmodern ideas, Plato is more
or less ignored; yet this classical philosopher had an uncanny understanding of human
nature, and he leveled some
caustic criticism at some of
the weaknesses of democracies, oligarchies and other
forms of government. Some
of his writings on democracy
have an interesting relevance
to our American situation of

today.
For instance, Plato showed
that people in a democracy
are inclined to choose their
leaders on the basis of irrelevant characteristics such as
a poor-boy background, a
pleasant voice or a gift for
oratory instead of the ability
to choose the best plan of
action. (How many times
have we South Carolinians
heard our senior Senator tell
us the age at which he went
to work in the cotton mill?)
Plato maintained that the art
of ruling a democracy becomes, in its worst form,
the art of appealing to the
passions of the mob in order
to get votes. The present
trend toward increased welfare seems to be a trend
toward this sort of appealing
to the passions of the masses,
a kind of vote-grubbing flattery.
How does despotism arise
out of democracy, Plato asks.
From greed for what it considers its noblest possession,
liberty! It is strange to
think of a person wanting too
much liberty, but Plato writes,
"The citizens become so sensitive that they resent the

slightest application of control as intolerable tyrany,
and in their resolve to have
no master, they end by disregarding the law, written and
unwritten." Are not the publicly sanctioned sit-ins, freedom-rides, and illegal parades
living examples of this violation of law? Do we not see
films daily of demonstrators
obstructing building construction, banking and manufacturing while singing most
indiscriminately
of
"freedom."
Plato saw the danger in
unlimited democracy. It tends
to become mob rule. The
leaders flatter their followers
and cater to their smallest
whims instead of objectively
trying to choose the best
course of action. Here the
democracy loses its greatest
strength, the fact that from
a great influx of ideas which
can be debated and argued,
the best may be chosen after
much discussion. In the present situation of public flattery, the most popular idea
is always considered the best,
whereas it often is not. In
other words, because the pub-

Those students unaffected by the rec-

lie wants a test-ban, it is
adopted, even though many
people who know infinitely
more about the situation than
the man in the street oppose
it. Because the public wants
a tax cut, one is adopted.
Plato criticized his own government. W. T. Jones in A
History of Western Philosophy
says Plato accused Pericles
of making Athens "great" in
the vulgar sense of the word.
"He made it rich and famous
. . . but he also destroyed
the ancient probity and sense
of public spirit." The democracy, Plato explains, had become rule by flattery.
Can we in the twentieth
century learn from this ancient writer? Plato warned
of a danger which confronts
our present day society: government by flattery and by
humoring the populace, and
government by the ignorant.
In democracy in its best
form, a group of people elect
leaders to make intelligent
choices for them, but when
leaders become pawns of an
ignorant
and
uneducated
people, the society is bound
to fall.

male sex. One reason for
its wide-spread popularity is
that it veritably represents
one of the last domains of
male hegemony.

There are now more opportunities, so awkward situations may be avoided in the
sporting quest for optimum
quarry.

The game was formalized
throughout America in one
great movement, and a great
deal of confusion arose due
to the different- orders of verbiage which developed. The
participants
cannot
even
agree on a name for the
sport. At the University of
California it is known as Beaver Batting. A student at
the University of Kentucky
would call it ". . . getting
one's picture taken with a
box camera." And students
at dear old Clemson simply
shoot squirrels.

When a sport gains such a
wide following and becomes
so big in the lives of the students of today, the leaders
of tomorrow, one becomes
afraid. Nothing should become so big so fast. Will our
society be able to adjust to
it? Will the followers succeed in building a large organization? What influence
could a National Convention
have on America? Will it be
necessary to pass laws to
regulate this wide-spread
slaughter? Game wardens
may even be overworked.
More funds will have to be
appropriated, so schools will
suffer.

This sport at Clemson is
not nearly so harsh as it was
at one time. The change is
due to our beautiful and beloved co-eds who have permeated every area of campus
life except the men's dormitories, although there is work
being done on that issue.

Fish n Quips

Oh My Papa by President
Kennedy . . . What's in a
Name by Teddy Kennedy . . .
My Heart Belongs to Daddy
by Lolita . . . Devil Woman
by Madam Nhu . . . What'd
I Say by Barry Goldwater . . .
The Lady is a Tramp by Elizabeth Taylor ... I Love a
Tramp by Richard Burton
. . . Some Fool Made a Soldier
of Me by Dwight D. Eisenhower
. . . Raunchy by Henry Miller
. . . Born to Lose by Casey
Stengel ... I Cheated, I
Lied by Paul Hornung . . .
You Talk Too Much by Jack
Paar . . . You Make Me
Want to Shout by Khrushchev
. . . Scotch and Soda by Dean
Martin . . . Watch Out He's
a Playboy by Hugh Hefner
. . . Robbing the Cradle by
Jerry Lee Lewis . . . Two
Kinds of Love by Christine
Jorgenson . . . Yes We Have
No Bananas by Fidel Castro
. . . Don't Think Twice, It's
Alright by Irma Le Douce
... Oh Lord, What a Morning by Christine Keeler . . .
I'm a Yankee Doodle Dandy
by Sandy Koufax ... I Don't
Have Any Body by Sophia
Loren . . . You Look So Fine
by Ray Charles ... The Way
You Look Tonight by Frankenstein . . . You Send Me by
Sonny Liston . . . Black is
the Color by Malcolm X . . .
Stranded in the Jungle by
Tarzan . . . Jungle Love by
Jane ... All I Have is Yours
by Fanny Hill ... Go to Your
Left, Your Left by John
Birch . . . You Must Have
Been a Beautiful Baby by
Sherry Finkbine . . - The
Happy Wanderer by Moses
. . . It's a Sin to Tell a Lie
by Wally Butts ... No Man

The administration, ordinarily conscious of student satisfaction or dissatisfaction with campus affairs, should be aware that Clemson's students have
long considered the dormitory complex an unsatisfactory place in which to study, sleep, and live. Apparently the only creatures that seem to consider the
dorms, and by "the dorms" is meant the "tin-cans," a
healthy environment are ^he roaches with which we
cohabit. Unfortunately, human beings do not adapt
as readily to the problems of environment as do
roaches.
Perhaps the administration does not realize the
problems involved in trying to study in the dorms.
Students are confronted with noises of all varieties
and magnitudes: too loud record-players and radios,
bull-sessions, etc. All of these are major distractions
to studying, but even normal conversational tones and
radios and hi-fi's played at what would normally be
a reasonable volume can be heard from one room to
another.
It is high time that the administration decided to
face this problem rather than ignoring it. The solution to the problem can not be wrought by the hallcounselors; the problem is just too large. If the problem were restricted to one of quieting a few troublemakers, the hall-counselors could handle the situation, but often the hall-counselor has a job on his
hands that requires not a "counselor" but a "disciplinarian."

If, however, the "tin-cans" could be soundproofed
to some extent, it would be worth the expense. Where
Worst of all, Kanteen Kate, is the money to come from? Perhaps some of the
the co-ed who sits in the can- money earmarked for expansion of the college faciliteen all day every day, sur-' ties could be diverted to this purpose. It would seem
rounded by a host of Squirrel
Shooters, may fail out of to be more important to have proper student housing
conducive to study than a new field house or even a
school.
new library, but it seems that providing the materials
with which to study (as from a new, well-stocked library) and not providing an atmosphere in which to
properly implement them would be like putting the
cart before the horse.

Here's A Few
Demented Discs
By HOWARD FISHBEIN
Tiger' Columnist

Most of Clemson's male students at one time or
another have thought of moving off-campus, and
many of them^would do so if not for increased expenses and the inconvenience involved in coming and
going to class—this latter reason often dominating
when the student does not have a car.

Is an Island by Charles De
Gaulle . . . Money Honey
by Nelson Rockerfella . . .
I Got Plenty of Nothing by
Roger Maris-. . . You Kill Me
by Abe Lincoln . . . School
is Out by Orville Faubus . . .
He's So Fine by Billy Lotheridge . . . Great Balls of
Fire by General Sherman
. . . Exodus by Coach Howard
. . . Only in America by
George Lincoln Rockwell . . .
Wonderful Wonderful by Lawrence Welk . . . Itsy-Bitsy,
Teeny-Weeny, Yellow, Polka
Dot Bikini by Bridget Bardot .. . Tile Ring of Fire
by Dante . . . Trust in Me
by Neville Chamberlain . . .
If I Had My Way by Ayn
Rand . . . The Reverend Mr.
Black by Adam Clayton Powell ... See the U. S. A. in
Your Chevrolet by Walter
Reuther ... I'm Just a
Bad Boy by Bobby Kennedy
. . . What's Your Name by
Lyndon Johnson . . . Theme
From the Third Man by Eddie Fisher . . . Blowing In
the Wind by Raul Castro . . .
Old Black Joe by Roy Wilkins ... I'm the King of the
Whole Wide World by Vito
Genovese . . . Sing, Sing,
Sing, by Joe Valachi . . .
He's Got The Whole World in
His Hands by Atlas . . . The
Treasure of Love by Polly
Adler . . . Winter Wonderland
by George Zukov ... I Love
How You Love Me by Carlo
Ponti . . . Don't Take Your
Guns to Town Son by Ma
Barker . . . Swinging on a
Star by Wilt Chamberlain . . .
Nature Boy by Thoraeu . . .
I'm Sorry by Adam . . .
Working on the Chain Gang
by Al Capone ... My Heart's
on Fire by Joan of Arc . . .
June is Busting Out All Over
by June Wilkinson . . .

In any event, if a student considers it necessary
to live off-campus simply to get away from the dorms,
let him do so, and, in the meantime, let's do something about the housing situation.
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Well, your
Tower oP
Babel is
completed

yes, at last we've
i pierced the clouds
^_....thanks to your
ability as an
interpreter.
Come. Let us
ascendI

Just think! We'll How many times
soon step out
must I tell you
upon the clouds., that the gods
Home of the
reside on
gods!
Olympus?!

Rat Rides Hump To N.Y. City;
Sees, Knows, And Tells All

By BILL ANDERSON, III
By CHARLES HILL
through traffic. See tourists and ride the subway. See Who's sad to leave New YorkT
Tiger Feature Writer
Tiger Rat Feature Writer
gawk upward at the big build- movies and night clubs. Color No one? Why does the rat still
Wednesday, October 23, marked the eightieth
See the car. It is sleek and ings. See casual Tiger staffers this town dead in the daytime, have to sit on the hump? Gee,
birthday of South Carolina's Poet Laureate, Archibald
guys, how did we manage to
white. When it returns H will nonchalantly look around. See swinging at night.
Go to the College Bowl. Why spend an hour in North Carobe dirty black. It is going to the hotel bellboys clamoring
Rutledge. Born in McClellanville, S. C, in 1883, the
New York. Look closely at the for a tip. See the staffers try can't I wear my rat hat? See lina going six miles backward?
state's famed writer is the author of more than 25 volfloorboard of the back seat. See to carry their own bags. See the unruffled Tiger team. Wish Smell a breath of cool, clear,
umes of poetry and 45 of prose. Educated by his moththe big hump in the middle. the fifty year old bellboys them luck. Pull for them in a fresh air. You are back in
Mere superstition,
something'
This is where the rat sits. Color snatch them away. Color them tight contest. Feel pride in your South Carolina. Drive past Tiller, he lived eight miles from his family's ancestral Sort! Surely this ...OrWe'll
soon
man hall. Unless it's home,
him
sorely red.
an angry rci. See the eleva- school.
magniPicent
setting
home, "Hampton Plantation."
there's no place like Clemson.
See
the
Tiger
staffers
climb
See
the
roads
along
the
way.
tors that don't work. See hotel
ANYBODY
After he was graduated from McClellanville High must be home to
See the elegant restaurants. See employees give you the evil into the car to return to school. Even New York.
HOME?!
School, he attended Porter Academy in Charleston and
the gas tank filled again and eye. See the unplush room
again. See a Clemson College which will become unplnsher.
won a Lorillard Scholarship to Union College in Sche'Y' COUNCIL SPONSORS
courtesy card becoming worn
(Continued from Page 1)
20th Century"; Rev. Milton
nectady, New York. Working his way through school,
out. See the big turnpikes, See downtown, where BroadCrum, associate
minister of
each
year,
comes
primarily
way,
42nd
Street,
and
Sixth
he was published in several national magazines before
bridges, and toll gates. See the
the Episcopal Church, and W.
from
the
students
who
attend
Avenue
converge
into
Times
spastic senior staffer miss the
he become 20 years old. After graduating as Valedic
C. Capel, Department of Social
toll basket with a quarter while Square. It is permanent car- Freshman Camp. Students of
torian, he taught English at Mercersburg Academy for
nival. See side snows and clip other classes who are in the Sciences, discuss "What ideals
only one foot away.
councils have been carried over and standards of sex morality
33 years. After retiring, he returned to restore his beSee the big city. Watch the joints. See coffee shops and from freshman year or they do boys and girls hold?"
jewelry
stores.
See
marquees
loved Hampton Plantation.
Long Islander fishtail his way
advertising Broadway plays and have been invited to join one Dean Walter T. Cox and Dean
"There came a time when writing was more imsex movies. See an evangelist of the councils after the fresh- George E. Coakley lead the disportant than teaching," explained Rutledge.
preaching on the next. See man year.
MCKEE ON BRIDGE
cussion, "How to deal with racPuerto Ricans and Cubans by
Greatly influenced by his environment and
The Council Constitution and ial tensions"; Louis Henry,
the mobful. Hear Spanish more
English department and J. M.
heritage, Archibald Rutledge is known for his
than English. See signs in store By-Laws states that students Stepp, agricultural economics,
who
are
in
the
different
classes
story-telling style of writing. He knows his purwindows which read "Se habla
may join the council of their "Joining college organizations";
espanol aqui." See record shops
pose and strives to put it across to the reader. In
dummy to cash his good Following this line of think- with all Latin American rec- class upon invitation- and elect- Dean Hugh H. Macaulay and
By MIKE McKEE
D. G. Hughes, Office of Studhis poems he makes his point clearly and precisely.
TIGER Feature Writer
spades. Furthermore, there was ing, he played
small spade ords. See the subdamericanos ion to membership. Any stud- ents Affairs, "Does College preent
in
one
of
the
council
groups
His knack for description is profound. He is also
no way to make the hand with- and went on to make five no dacing in the street to a bossa may propose a new member pare me for life?"; Kenneth N.
South holds:
North holds:
S—85
noted for his great clarity in writing, which makes
S—KQJM2
trump as it turned out that nova beat. See long-haired and the particular council votes Vickery, registrar, and J. W.
out the spade tricks.
H—Q102
H—A5
it very easy to understand. Rutledge says, "I like
East did indeed have the s: thugs in blue jeans walking on the acceptance of this stud- LaGrone, math dept. "Is the
D—AKJS
D—93
What would you do? Mr.
next to an elegant couple in for- ent.
GPR System fair to the studC—A952
gleton ace.
to communicate with the reader. If I can't do this,
C—J64
mal dress. See a line of autoReese realized that his only
ent?"; and Harold N. Cooledge,
The bidding:
I fail."
d e p a r tment.
chance was for East to have Taken from Play Bridge graph seekers waiting outside a Rev. Wylie Hogue, Fort Hill architectural
East the singleton ace of spades. If With Reese, by Terence Reese. bar for a star that will never Presbyterian Church, and Rev. "Does college change my outWest North
Surrounded by the wildwood, Rutledge has done South
appear. Color this town dirty. Richard E. Elliott, associate look on life, personal habits,
pass this were the case, then he
1 spade
a great deal of hunting. He has killed 295 bucks and
pass
pass 2 spades
2 daimonds
would
have
to
play
a
small
At the hotel a convention is minister of the Clemson Metho- social life?"
pass
pass pass
364 wild turkey gobblers. Many of his books contain 3 NT
spade
from
the
dummy;
or
meeting.
What is a convention? dist Church, are leading dis- Discussion at the women's
4 hearts
• exciting adventures of his hunting trips. Also, much Open lead:
West's ten of spades would
It is a party that breaks up cussion, "What is the relevance dormitory held in the lounge
at four o'clock in the morning. of religion in higher educa- will include "Moral contradictof his writings are the collections of stories told to him This hand was played in a set up.
tournament
by
Terence
Reese,
It
is the boy who is to present tion?"; Rev. C. E. Raynal, Ft. ions in the 20th century," led
by the Negroes at Hampton. In "God's Children" he
a
lecture
the next day getting Hill Presbyterian Church, and by Rev. Wylie Hogue on.
characterizes his plantation henchmen with colorful an Englishman, who is considcollege
drunk
the
night before. It is Rev. J. W. Arrington, Clemson November 5, "Does
ered by many to be the finest
tales and legends. "Life's Extras," a collection of
new faces and new ideas. It is Baptist Church, discuss "What change me?" by Miss Geneva
bridge player in the world.
on November 12,
a political discussion going on is the effect of interfaith or in- Metzger
poems, has sold over eight million copies.
in one side of the room and a terdenominational marriage?"; "What ideals and standards of
Winthrop:
Ann
Wessels,
a
Most
players
are
familiar
Twice second in the Pulitzer Prize contest,
Rev. G. P. LeBlanc, St. Anwith the fact that it often pays On Sunday, October 27, 1963, senior English major, was hilarious party in the other. It drew's Catholic Church, and sex morality do boys and girls
loser of the Nobel Prize by one vote, South Carohold?" by Mrs. R. F. Poole on
is
going
out
all
night
and
sleepto restrain from cashing an a brief wreath-laying ceremony chosen May Queen for Winlina's elector to the Hall of Fame, recipient of the
Immediately ing all day. Sometimes it is go- Rev. Enoch D. Strockman, November 19, and "The Christace early in the play of a hand. was conducted at the Major throp Monday.
Clemson Lutheran Church talk
If West had held the king of Rudolph Anderson Memorial after her selection, Miss Wes- ing to a meeting. Color the peo- on "Moral contradictions in the ian Perspective" by Rev. MilJohn Burroughs Medal for best Nature writing in
ton Crum on November 26.
ple
at
the
meeting
hung
over.
sels
chose
Mary
Ann
Brunnein Greenville.
Among the
America, holder of over 20 honorary degrees and . hearts in this hand, Reese would
have had no trouble; but as guests were members of the mer for her Maid of Honor.
Go sightseeing. See the site
more than 30 gold medals, the "plantation boy"
luck would have it, East held City Council, former class-i A student-wide polio innoc- of the new World's Fair. See
!
the king of hearts. He won mates, Dr. Robert C. Edwards, ulation program took place on
says, "I've lived a long and happy and misspent life.
the first trick and then return- Lt. Col. George Wilson, and campus Sunday. Sabin vac- the home of the New York
with
There're so many things I wish I had done."
ed the three of hearts, thus re- the parents of Major Anderson, cine on sugar was offered to Metropolitan Opera about to
Rutledge has no faith in creative writing courses. moving the only entry to dum- who laid the wreath. Also repMax§talman
fall in. See a cigarette adverthe students.
my. Reese returned to his resented were members of the
"Writing is a gift," states the Poet Laureate.
tisement
on
a
billboard
where
{Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys,"
U. S. C: Blue Key FraternAlthough he has been sick in his later years, the hand with a diamond, and then Clemson College Arnold Air ity tapped ten members from the man really smokes. See
and "Barefoot Boy With Cheek".)
he led a small spade to the Society, which was recently
famed author visits Hampton in the Spring. He con- board. However, he realized named the Rudolph Anderson the student body Tuesday night. movie-makers buy water to
tinues writing and his entire collection of poems, that if East had the ace of Squadron in honor of the de- The big news, however, was wet down the street to film
homecoming. The dance, at
HOW SMALL CAN YOU GET?
"Deep River," has been awarded 12 national awards. spades he would not play it but ceased hero who met his death Township Auditorium, featur- a rainy scene while New York
would hold it until the next while flying a reconnaissance
is
in
the
midst
of
a
drought.
He presently fulfills his office of Poet Laureate and round of spades so that Mr. mission over Cuba last year.
ed Jimmy Soul, The Vibrations,
Today let us address ourselves to a question that has long rocked
Take two running giant steps
assists young authors.
Reese could not return to The Clemson College Air and The Majors.
and roiled the academic world: Is a student better off at a small
Force ROTC wing, of which
college than at a large college?
Major Anderson was a memTo answer this question it is necessary first to define terms.
ber while a student at Clemson,
What, exactly, do we mean by a small college? Well sir, some
furnished the firing squad. The
say that in order to be called truly small, a college should have
city of Greenville plans an anan enrollment of not more than four students.
Open 4:00 A. M.
501 N. Main Street
nual tribute to this brave airI surely have no quarrel with this statement; a four-student
Close 9:00 P. M.
man who died in the service of
Anderson, South Carolina
college must unequivocally be called small. Indeed, I would
his country.
even call it intime if I knew what intime meant. But I submit
One administrator stated: '.'In
By FRED BYRD
troversy over some form of
there is such a thing as being too small. Take, for instance, a
Student Chaplain
rule which requires a dormi- the 'Thirties the conflict berecent unfortunate event at Crimscott A «Jid M.
tory
door
to
be
open
when
tween
the
generations
was
on
Why are we always ready to
Crimscott A and M,. situated in a pleasant valley nestled
members
of
the
opposite
sex
matters of world politics. Youth
condemn the administration?
between Philadelphia and Salt Lake City, was founded by
One male student expressed a are being entertained. Many was going to remake the world,
times, there are violent bat- and there were 'old fogeys' on
general reaction.
tles as administrators try to the faculty.
"The college lives a lie. In legislate how far open the
"College rules may have been
the classroom we are told that door must be. One college rulwe must be adults and think ed that the door must be open a nuisance but they were not
for ourselves. And then in our "the width of a book". Ingeni- considered important enough to
social life they surround us with ous students responded by fight about.
"Today the students are
rules and regulations and treat putting a match book in the
politically more conservative
us as children. Why can't we door.
than the faculty; they fight
entertain girls in our rooms
whenever we like, if we are One group of students said, their battles over college
"The big issues on campus are rules. They are obsessed with
adults?"
not world affairs or politics; the idea of personal freedom,
Every college knows what students are agitating for bet- but they refuse to take reis meant by "The Open Door ter laundry service and for the sponsibility. I do not know of
(Continued on Page 6)
Policy". There is always con- right to wear shorts to class.
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"Holdup" Play Nets Points

News From

Clemson Honors
Deceased Hero

Surrounding
Campuses

On Campus

Clean Clothes Mean More
Than Higher Ideals, Truth

THE HOT SHOPPE DINER

THEY SING HONEST FOLK SONGS.

IN A WILD,
DRIVING,
SPIRITED,
EXCITING,
AND SOMETIMES QUIET
NEW WAY.

Does a man really take unfair advantage of women
when he uses Mennen Skin Bracer?
AH depends on why he uses it.
Most men simply think Menthol-Iced Skin Bracer is the best
after-shave lotion around. Because it cools rather than burns.
Because it helps heal shaving nicks and scrapes. Because it
helps prevent blemishes.
So who can blame them if Bracer's crisp, long-lasting aroma
just happens to affect women so remarkably?
Of course, some men may use Mennen Skin Bracer because
of this effect.
_.
How intelligent!
(Mj

Just listen to their Capitol album, "New Directions in Folk Music!'
"ibu'll hear the rocking, driving way the Journeymen sing "Someday Baby"
a low down blues out of Chicago. The fun they have with "Stackolee" the wild
song about a legendary terror of New Orleans. Their quiet and moving version
of "All the Pretty Little Horses" one of the most beautiful lullabies ever written.
Their spirited ragtime rendition of "San Francisco Bay!'
Then you'll know what's new in folk songs. And what's best.
Look for—ask for—the Journeymen in concert on your campus.

%£«fe do vemm Via <Ml[ fittest?
A. and M. Crimscott, two brothers who left Ireland in 1625
to escape the potato famine' of 1841. As a result of their foresight, the Crimscott brothers never went without potatoes for
one single day of their lives—and mighty grateful they were!
One night, full of gratitude after a wholesome meal of French
fries, cottage fries, hash browns, and au gratin, they decided
to show their appreciation to this bountiful land of potatoes
by endowing a college. But their generosity contained one
stipulation: the enrollment of the college must never exceed
four students. They felt that only by keeping the school this
small could each student be assured of the personalized attention, the camaraderie, the esprit, that is all too often lacking in
larger institutions of higher learning.
Well sir, things went along swimmingly until one Saturday
a few years ago. On this day Crimscott had a football game
scheduled against Minnesota, its traditional rival. Football,
as you can well imagine, was something of a problem at Crimscott, what with only four undergraduates in the entire college.
It was easy enough to muster a backfield, but to find a good
line—or even a bad line—baffled some of the most resourceful
coaching minds in the nation.
Well sir, on the morning of the big game against Minnesota,
its traditional rival, a capricious fate dealt Crimscott a cruel
blow—in fact, four cruel blows. Sigafoos, the quarterback,
woke up that morning with an impacted incisor. Wrichards,
the slotback, flunked his taxidermy exam and was declared ineligible. Beerbohm-Tree, the wingback-tailback, got his necktie caught in his espresso machine. Yuld, the fullback, was
stolen by gypsies.
Consequently, none of the Crimscott team showed up at the
football game, and Minnesota, its traditional rival, was able to
score almost at will. Crimscott was so cross after this humiliating
defeat that they immediately broke off football relations with
Minnesota, its tradtional rival. This later became known as
the Sacco-Vanzetti Case.
So you can see how only four students might be too meagre
an enrollment. The number that I personally favor is twenty.
Why? you ask. Because, I reply, when you have twenty
students and one of them opens a pack of Marlboro Cigarettes,
there are enough to go around for everybody, and no one has
to be deprived of Marlboro's flavor, of Marlboro's filter, of
Marlboro's staunch and steadfast companionship, and as a
result you have a student body that is brimming with sweet
content and amity and harmony and concord and togetherness
and soft pack and Flip-Top box.
© 1963 Max ShulmM
That's why.
There are twenty fine cigarettes in every pack of Marlboros,
and there are millions of packs of Marlboros in every one of
the fifty states of the Union. We, the makers of Marlboro and
the sponsors of this column, hope you will try our imres soon.
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Big Bengals Battle Belittled Baptists
Tigers Take On |
Winless Deacons

Cubs Club Lil' Biddies
Frosh Clash With Tech

"and now for dessert!"

By SAMMIE CARROS
Tiger Sports Writer
Coach Billy Hildebrand and his Demon (?) Deacons, in the midst of a long drought, visit "Death Valley" tomorrow praying that they aren't as appealing
to Clemson as Virginia was last week.
Wake Forest, winless in its last sixteen outings and
scoreless in its last five, will take the field hoping to
do an about face. The Tigers, fresh from their first
victory, will be out to keep Wake in its rut.
Although the Deac's records
are dismal, there is some silver Kadon at the guard posts and
lining in the dark clouds hang- Lewis Duncan at center. In the
ing over their campus. Brian backfield, Karl Sweetan will do
Piccolo, a 5-11, 200 lb. hard run- the quarterbacking chores, Brining fullback, is perhaps their an Piccolo will be at fullback,
brightest ray. Last year as a and Wayne Welborn and Jimsophomore Piccolo was the my Bedgood at halfbacks.
leading ball carrier with a 4.2 Starting for the Tigers will
average for 77 rushes. This be Case and Fogle at ends,
year he has carried 32 times Aliffi and Aaron at tackles,
for a total of 133 yards and a Weaver and Childers at the
4.2 average.
guard posts and Bunton at cenKarl Sweetan, a 6-1, 195 lb. ter. In the Tigers' backfield,
quarterback, has been playing Crain will be at fullback. Matgood ball for Hilderbrand. Al- thews and Ward at halfbacks,
though he suffered a pre-season and Bell will do the signal callwrist injury and missed the ing in place of the injured Jim
first two games, he has man- Parker.
aged to come back and complete 29 of 73 tosses for 187 In the past years the Clemyards. Sweetan also leads the son-Wake Forest games have
team in punting with a 39.2 proven to be some of the most
exciting in the conference.
average for 30 kicks.
There is always a big offensive
Instrumental in Wake's pass show by either one or both
offense this year is Wayne teams and tomorrow's game
Welborn, a 5-9, 178 lb. half- should prove to be the same.
back. Thus far this season
Clemson's hungry Tigers will
Welborn is leading the team
in receiving with 12 receptions be out to avenge a loss dealt
for 81 yards and is also sec- to them by Wake at "Death Valond in rushing with 84 yards ley" two years ago. Come out
for 31 attempts. Last year and watch the offensive fireWelborn averaged 3.0 yards works.
for 41 carries.
One of the mainstays in the
Deacons' line is William Faircloth, a 6-2, 201 lb. tackle. Although he is a good rough
tackle, Faircloth has also seen
action at guard and center.
The starting line-up will be
Richard Cameron and John
Grimes at ends, James Mayo
The longest run for a Wake Forest football player in the
and William Faircloth at tac- first six games this season was an 18-yarder by Brian Pickles, Farrel Egge and Ron colo in their opener against East Carolina . . . After meeting
five ACC opponents, North Carolina has not yielded a touchdown on a scrimmage play this season—to ACC opposition.
The three that have been scored by ACC teams have come
on a kickoff return, a pass interception and a recovered fumble . . . Green Bay Packer halfback, Paul Hornung, sitting out
a suspension for gambling, to a football-pool winner at the
Evansville (Ind) Quarterack Club: "You should feel good
picking 20 out of 25. That's a lot better than I used to do"
. . .Hats off to Tiger quarterback, Gary Rankin. For the
past two seasons, Rankin has ridden the Clemson bench except for one brief play last year, but he refused to become discouraged. In the Virginia game, Rankin abandoned his usual
job on the press box-field phone and performed well in the
Tigers' 35-0 romp . . . Clemson kicking specialist, Frank
Pierce, is one of the nation's top extra point kickers percentage wise. Pierce has booted 11 of 11 for an unimprovable 100% . . . Although Wake Forest has lost 16
games in a row, those expecting a real "Blood Feast" tomorrow should recall the 1961 "Feast" which the supposedly
harmless Deacons enjoyed 17-13 . . . Before the 21-7 loss last
weekend, Duke coach, Bill Murray, had met N. C. State 15
times and had come away with 14 victories and one tie. All
good things have to come to an end sometime . . . Superstitious? Well, freshman coach, Whitey Jordan, is. Walking
down to the stadium prior to the Cub-Biddie battle, several
Clemson players walked on one side of telephone pole while
the rest of the team went on the other side. Jordan halted
the whole team and made the "offenders" come back and go
around the other side before proceeding . . . Wake Forest has
a high scoring team this year. Through six games, Wake
has scored 10 points to their opponents' 182 for a 1.6 average against 30.2 for the opposition. In fact, Wake Forest
hasn't scored since their opening game against East Carolina . . . Quotable quip from SPOKTS ILLUSTRATED—
"Playing LSU is like going home late. You know you'll
catch hell, but there's not a thing you can do about it."
. . . With No. 1 QB, Jim Parker, a doubtful performer tomorrow, Clemson's hopes rest on the shoulders of Thomas Ray,
who has been sensational so far this season, but in September
was rated as the Tigers' No. 5 quarterback. Ray performed
beautifully against Virginia after Parker was injured early in
Deacon Fullback Ace
the game, and he should put on an even better show tomorrow . . . "Maybe somebody checks with Coach Frank Howard
TIGERS
of Clemson before selecting the national honors. Billy
Lothridge was named AP Back of the Week when Georgia
(Continued from Page 1)
Tech beat the Tigers, Ray Barlow, SI Lineman of the Week
liams, each student will be
later State edged Clemson, Jay Wilkinson AP Back of the
conducted on a tour of the
school of his choice. Major
Week after Duke's 35-30 thriller over the Tigers" . . .
fields of study at Clemson are Clemson has nine backs with a better than 3-yard rushing
offered in the Schools of Agri- average. The Tigers are led by Jimmy Howard with a 5.3
culture, Architecture, Arts and average on 14 rushes. Fullback, Pat Crain, is the team's leadSciences, and Engineering, and ing rusher with 269 in 83 carries . . . Clemson is now within
the School of Industrial Manage- 13 completions and 25 yards of equaling its last year's production in passing. The Tigers have connected on 50 of 122 aerials
ment and Textile Science.
After lunch the visiting stu- thus far for 818 yards . . . While sporting a 1-4-1 record, the
Tigers have outfirstdowned the opposition 91-59 and bested
dents will see the Clemson- their first six opponents in total offense by a whopping 662
Wake Forest football game be- yards. Not bad considering that five of Clemson's opponents
ginning at 2 p.m.
have been in the top twenty in the nation within the last two
weeks ...

Fred Craft's

Sport Shorts

By NICK LEMPESIS
Tiger Sports Writer
Arch-rivals Clemson and Carolina fought to a bitter 10-10 tie
last Friday afternoon. It was a
game which
featured
long
drives and crushing, head-on
running.
The Cubs set the stage for
what is to be expected on the opening series of plays. Taking
the ball from their own one
yard line they moved 99 yards
to score. Baldwin, Smith, and
Duley were the pistons in this
drive as they repeatedly broke
loose for considerable gains.
The entire drive was via the
ground, a surprising element
due to the fact Williams has
proven to be an above average
passer. Don Barfield
kicked
his seventh consecutive PAT.
Carolina was unable to move
at all during the first half of
play and found themselves behind 7-0 going into the dressing room.
Although Clemson managed
some long plays during the second half, it was Carolina's
game. The Biddies, behind the
running of Cole and Christy
found themselves ahead 10-7
with 5 minutes remaining. The
ball exchanged hands several
times and then Barfield saved
the day with his field goal during the last 15 seconds of play.
Clemson's record is now 1-2-1
and Carolina has a 3-0-1 record.

BE A MASTER IN THE ART Of
SELF-DEFENSE. EXPERT TRAINERS' SECRETE CAN BE YOURSI
NO EQUIPMENT NEEDED. FORM
A CAMPUS BOXING CLUB AMONG
YOUR FRIENDS FOR FUN. SELFCONFIDENCE AND REAL PHYSICAL FITNESS.

$*«*'

A.C.C. Standings
Team
North Carolina
Duke
N. C. State
Clemson •■
South Carolina
Maryland
Virginia
Wake Forest

W
5
4
4
1
1
1
0
0

L T
0 0
1 1
10
2 0
3 1
4 0
3 1
2 0

Tally
W
Carros
83
Cleaves
80
Craft
79
Fishbein ....•• 79
Linn
78
Sanders
78
Parris
76
Walker
74

L GB
37 40 3
41 4
41 4
42 5
42 5
44 7
46 9

PCT
.691
.667
.658
.658
.650
.650
.633
.617

Clemson

over

Wake

Forest

Army over Air Force
Alabama over Miss. St.
Florida

over

Auburn

Baylor over T. C.

U.

Citadel over E. Carolina

E.

Linn

Fishbein

Parris

Carros

Sanders

Walker

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Army

Army

Army

Army

Army

Army

Army

Alabama

Alabama

Alabama

Alabama

Alabama

Alabama

Alabama

Florida

Auburn

Auburn

Auburn

Auburn

Auburn

Baylor

Baylor

Baylor

Baylor

Baylor

Baylor

Carolina

E.

Carolina

Sammeth Drug Company
Walgreen Agency
Seneca, South Carolina

SOUTH CAROLINA

(2)

Carolina

Citadel

Duke

Ga. Tech

Ga. Tech

U. N. C. over Georgia

Georgia

U. N. C.

Georgia

U. N. C.

Georgia

U. N. C.

Illinois over

Purdue

Purdue

Purdue

Illinois

Illinois

Illinois

Illinois

Ohio St.

Ohio St.

Ohio St.

Ohio St.

Ohio St.

Ohio St.

Ohio St.

Nebraska

Nebraska

Missouri

Nebraska

Nebraska

Missouri

Missouri

Miss.

L. S. U.

Miss.

L. S. U.

L. S. U.

Miss.

Purdue

Ohio St. over Iowa
Nebraska over Missouri
Miss, over L. S. U.
Penn. St. over Maryland

Penn.

Kentucky over Miami

St.

Penn.

Penn.

St.

Penn.

St.

Penn.

St.

Penn.

Citadel
Ga.

Tech.
Georgia

L. S. U.
St.

Penn.'

St.

Miami

Miami

Miami

Miami

Kentucky

Miami

Wisconsin over Mich. St.

Wisconsin

Mich. St.

Mich. St.

Mich. St.

Mich. St.

Wisconsin

Wisconsin

Navy over Notre Dame

Navy

Navy

Navy

Navy

Navy

Navy

Navy

N. C. St.

N. C. St.

N. C. St.

N. C. St.

N. C. St.

N. C. St.

N. C. St.

N. C. St. over Vir.
Syracuse

over

Pitt.

So. Car. over Tulane
Texas over S. M.

U.

Pitt.

Syracuse

Pitt.

Syracuse

Syracuse

Pitt.

Pitt.

So. Car.

So. Car.

So. Car.

So. Car.

So. Car.

So. Car.

Tulane

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

CAROLINA FRIED CHICKEN
TO GO
And 15c Hamburgers — Visit

BIDDIE BANQUET
On North Main In Anderson

VPI

(6)

N. C. STATE

For Your Clothing Needs — Shop
MARYLAND
Clemson

p
&W^i\
_/^
""/>?

MEMS

SHOP

PEPSI-COLA

NAVY

Seneca

OHIO

(3)

HIGHWAYMEN
INITED
RTISTS

.■jtsasmmxmm

only

your hair knows
its there!
It's invisible, man! You can't see it. She can't feel it. Only your hair
knows it's there! It's CODE 10 for men, the new invisible hairdressing
from Colgate-Palmolive. Non-greasy CODE 10 disappears in your hair,
gives it the clean, manly look that inflames women, infuriates inferior men! Be in. Let new CODE 10 groom your hair all day, invisibly.

STATE

STATE

WITH
THE

'The definitive Hootenanny of all time by America's
most exciting folk group.
UAS 8294 (stereo) UAL 3294 (Mono.)

St.

E.

Miami

MEMPHIS STATE

HOOTENANNY

E. Carolina

Ga. Tech

PENN

SEND TO: PHYSICAL ARTS GYM.
341 Clinton Stre«t Htmpstead, Long
Island, N. Y.

Carolina

Ga. Tech

MICHIGAN

COMPLETE BROCHURE AND LESSONS ONE DOLLAR.

E.

Auburn
Baylor

Ga. Tech

Ga. Tech over Duke

Anderson, S. C.

(4)

Cub Fullback SMITH plunges for T.D. climaxing a 99 yard
drive. Photo by Lank.

We Pick 'Em

THE SHINING TOWER
N. Main Street

(Continued from Page 1)
pledge cards to those who are
interested; release slips for
single student between ages
of 18-21 which must be signed
by these student's parents will
also be given out.
"Clemson is known for its response to worthwhile organizations; the Red Cross says that
a 30 per cent participation is
outstanding, but I feel we can
get 50 or 60 percent. . . Only
the people who give blood benefit from this program," says
Preston Earle, senior class president.

Craft

FOR THE FINEST OF FOODS
STOP AT

ILLINOIS

Doley have each scored one TD
apiece.
>
Doley is averaging 19.8 yards
per punt return and S. Barfield
is right behind him with an 11.4
average.
Doley is also leading in kickoff returns with a 25 yard average. Loving is averaging 24.5'
yards and Smith is romping
along with a 17.5 average.
Clemson has been penalized
156 yards as compared to their
opponents 216 yards. The Tigers <
also have scored 57 first downs
and have lost 5 fumbles over
the four games.
This weekend the Tigers play
Tech here so lets all go support the Cubs.

DONATNG

Brian Piccolo

LEARN TO BOX!

After four games Williams is
the team leader in total offense
with 370 yards. Baldwin is right
behind him with 155 yards.
In the rushing department,
Smith is the top gainer with an
average run of 3.6 yards but
Williams is on his tail with a 2.4
average.
Williams passing percentage
is .50 as he has completed 20
of 40 passes for 307 yards. The
top receivers are Hoss Hostelter
who is averaging 17.4 yards per
catch and Bell who is averaging
11.5 yards.
Tontee Smith has scored 12
points and is leading in that
category. Donald Barfield has
10 points and Liberatore and
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AT VIRGINIA

Clemson Offense Rolls: 35-0
TtfG*
By FRED CLEAVES
Tiger Sports Editor
Offense Has Found Itself
The Clemson offense, pointwise, which found itse]
at Duke two weeks ago, continued to roll this pa?
weekend at Charlottesville as the Bengals amassed 3
points. It was the most points a Clemson team hr
scored on a conference foe since the 1959 Bluebonnr
Bowl team whipped the same team, Virginia, by a '
to 0 score. The Cavaliers also kept their record again
the Tigers intact; Virginia is the only team in the AC
who hasn't beaten the Tigers in football. Before tl
Clemson game the most points scored against the Ca\
aliers this season was 22, by Duke. And most of thos
came on a 4th period rally by the Blue Devils.
The Clemson offense had been disappointing in th<
first four games this year to say the least. It scorec
two touchdowns against Oklahoma in the opener, bu'
those were of a "break" variety. Against Georgia
Tech the offense didn't scratch. In the State game
Clemson collected a field goal. And against the Georgia Bulldogs managed one touchdown. It was probably the worst start a Clemson team's offense has had
since Backfield Coach Charlie Waller came to Clemson
in February, 1957. In the past six seasons since Waller
became Offensive Coach, the Tigers have been shutout
only 4 times. They have been held to one touchdown
in only 9 games, while scoring 2 or more touchdowns
•in 49 games. In the first four games, it was mistakes
which hurt the Clemson offense. Mistakes often deep
in the other team's territory. Mistakes like fumbles,
offsides, and illegal motion which can kill a drive. But
at Durham the Tigers' scoring machine came around.
And it likely won't sputter and spout again this year.
Hildebrand Going?
Wake Forest comes here with a somewhat awkward situation popping up of late. There have been
reports from the Wake Forest scene that head coach
•Billy Hildebrand will be replaced after this season is
finished, although he has a contract through 1966. The
Deacons have a losing streak of 16 games; second only
to Tulane with 17. The Wake Forest team hasn't scored
since their first game with East Carolina, and they will
have a tougher time scoring the rest of the year with
' teams like Clemson, Duke, and State yet to play. But
losing as such isn't the only trouble Hildebrand has,
although it should be enough. He has also had some
personnel problems. Players injured, or those Who
have simply quit, have cut the Deacon squad down to
40 or lower. And they only had four guards for the
, Maryland game last week.
State Stops Duke
This past weekend saw the ACC race do a little
shuffling as the eight conference members fought
among themselves. In the big game, State played their
first home game of the season as they played host to
Duke's Blue Devils. The Wolfpack thoroughly beat
the Duke team 21-7. They even had one touchdown
called back for illegal motion after which Duke held.
And early in the game Duke recovered a fumble on
State's 16 yard line, but couldn't cash in. For the first
rplf Duke only got 36 yards rushing against the Wolfpack defense.
The Duke loss, coupled with UNC's win over South
Carolina in Columbia by a 7-0 score, put the high flying Tar Heels (5-0) in the driver's seat and places their
final game with Duke in the spotlight.

• • • * *

• • •

By BILLY WALKER
Tiger Sports Writer
The Tiger's interview of the
:ek is with Johnny Case, a
"', 210 pound end from Walt'■"oro, S. C.
• ohnny and his end-mates
?re a big reason for the Tigs' good defensive showing
'ainst Virginia. They quickly

Johnny Case

Swimming coach Carl McHugh announced yesterday that
the swimming team had been
practicing for three weeks now
that the Deacons used the and he thought that the prosscreen pass as one of their pects were favorable for a good
major offensive weapons. Al- reason.
though the Demon Deacons
Coach McHugh said that it
have lost sixteen games in a
ooks as if Bill Swart will swim
row, Case isn't looking for he 10 and 20 yd butterfly and
an easy game. He said, he 50 yd freestyle. Tom Raw"Wake Forest always plays Tiffe will swim the 200 yd intheir best game against us. lividual medley, the 200 yd
)ackstroke, and the 50 yd freeWe're looking for a tough
style. Jim McConnel will swim
game tomorrow."
the 200 and 500 yd freestyle.
Bob Castle and Peter FreundenJohnny feels that the Tigers Jerg will swim in the breakhave begun to roll now, and stroke events. Martin Davis and
that they'll win the remainder Arthur Allison will swim assortand freestyle
of their schedule. In his opin- ed backstroke
events, and Hank Tiller, Stan
ion, Case feels that the defense Oliver, and John Blackman will
has improved with each game, swim in different freestyle
and the blocking has also sharp- events. David Kofitz will take all
ened. He thinks that the Tigers the diving for the Varsity.
have had better success in stop- Coach McHugh also said that
ping their opponents' running the Varisty is still short of men
and urged every upperclassman
game.
who was interested in swimming
John rates Duke's Jay Wilkin- to come by and see him any
(Continued on Page 6)
son as the best running back
the Tigers have faced this season. Oklahoma's Ralph Neeley,
was his choice for best lineman.
The Tigers worked on conditioning exercises this week, in
an effort to hold injuries to a
minimum. Johnny added that
neither Parker nor Bob Poole
would see action for the Tigers
this week.

d.acoura?ed the Cavaliers uuu
running tlieir favorite play, the
option. Case pointed out that
the defenses were basically the
same as those of the past five
weeks, but that the Tigers had
become more aggressive. Case
cited Joe Blackwell and Mike
Troy for their good defensive
play against Virginia.

Johnny is a senior with two
letters and a Block C membership. His major is Agronomy
and he hopes to own a herd
of prime beef cattle someday.
This past summer Case worked
for the Soil Conservation Service in his hometown. He also
worked out with the high school
team during the month of August. He credits much of his conditioning to the running he did
this summer. He often ran five
miles a day and on one occasion ran eight miles.

Johnny revealed that Coach
Howard had put in a new option-pass play for Virginia. Jim After running eight miles in
Parker and Tommy Ray ran it one day, it should be a cinch
several times for considerable for Johnny to run up and down
gaines.
the field a couple of times with
Looking ahead to the Wake the ball tomorrow. How about
Forest game, Johnny said it John!

Skelton Home & Auto, Inc.

The McDougald Funeral Home
Phone CA 4-4343
ANDERSON, S. C.

By HOWARD FISHBEIN

kind of girl you would bring doing it's "worst" job of the
home to mother.
year, the offense gained over a
Tiger Sports Writer
total of three hundred seventy
The
crowd
of
more
than
It was a beautiful day for
yards, not bad for a team who
eighteen
thousand
slowly
starta football game, the breeze
piddled around".
gently whipped the flag atop ed to fill in all the empty seats
Scott Stadium, fans were in of the stadium. The Tigers from Senior halback Mack Matshirtsleeves inside the stad- Clemson emerged onto the field thews ran for seventy-five
ium, and the grass was green dressed in blue and white uni- yards, while fullbacks Pat Crain
below the stadium. The Uni- forms, soon to be followed by and Bob Swift combined for a
versity of Virginia sat silently the orange and blue dressed hundred twenty yards. Five difCavaliers. It was approaching ferent Tigers tallied the five
in Charlottesville being admirkick-off time and both teams touchdowns scored against the
ed by every visitor to that
were getting in the last final
historic campus. Fraternity
Cavaliers; Pat Crain from the
men with long shocks of hair preparatory punts, passes, and one, Tommy Ray from the one,
side
line
catches
before
the
scurried all over the campus,
whistle signaled for the game Mack Matthews from the five,
their bottles obtrusively stick- to start. And in less than three
Jimmy Bell
from the one,
ing out of their coat pockets,
hours it was all over.
and Jimmy Howard from three
one hand around their date
and the other hand firmly
"The worst game we've play- yards out. Frank (eleven for
clutching a shot of scotch. Fe- ed this year" so said Frank eleven) Pearce converted all
males abounded all over the Howard about the game. From five extra points.
campus. The majority of the the statistics of the game it
girls were good looking; you would seem just the opposite. Coach Howard released fortyknow, the type that does not The Clemson defense held Vir- one Tigers from their cages for
require the paper bag over ginia to a wee fourty-one yards,
her countenance when you are both on the ground and in the the frey against fretful Virginia.
seen in public with her. The air. While the forward line was Most notable of the Clemson
chargers who saw action was
Gary (that's me on the headphones)
Rankin, the Cross
Creek Killer. Other Tigers who
made it on the field last week
were Stu (studious) Caplan,
Donnie (rabbit)
Henderson,
Vince (stomper) Straszynski,
and Charlie (mittens) Meadowcroft.
The game was not all rose
(no connection with the bowl)
colored for the Tigers. Jim
Parker was injured early in the
first quarter, Pat Crain pulled
a hamstring, Mike Troy "twisted" his nose, and team captain Tracy Childress received a
pulled muscle late in the game.
On the brighter side of things
Clemson guard Clark Gaston is
expected to be back in playing
condition for the game against
Wake Forest here tomorrow.

"Hang up your spikes, Tom Duley

please!" chide Biddies. Photo by Lank.

Oh yes, Clemson beat Virginia
35-0 for their first victory of
the season.

GUARANTEED IN WRITING

Interview date: Wednesday and Thursday, Nov. 13-14

Research, analytical, plant problems, supervision, design, maintenance, plant layout, and standard procedure opportunities open
for men in these categories: BS, MS, Ph.D Chemists; BS, MS
Chemical Engineers; BS, MS, Electrical and Mechanical Engineers;
BS Industrial Engineer and Civil Engineers.

•••

RETREADS

ALL RETREADS WITH THIS MARK
OF QUALITY GUARANTEED NATION-WIDE 12 MONTHS

Producers of heavy industrial chemicals: Soda Ash, Chlorine,
Caustic Soda, Anhydrous Ammonia, Titanium Tetrachloride,
Barium, and other chlorinated products.

••••*-•

Ind Johnny Case Swimmers Set And We're At Virginia
Expresses Views
Eyeing The Crowd; See

PITTSBURG PLATE GLASS
COMPANY

Opportunities available in six plants: Barberton, Ohio, New Martinsville, W. V»., Lake Charles, La., Corpus Christi, Texas, Bartlett, Calif., and Beauharnois, Quebec, Canada.

•. * •

DOWNTOWN CLEMSON

No Charge For
Student Checking
At

Qcuwliwt Tlaiwnal
Sank
The Bank With The Clemson Student In Mind

Pendleton, South Carolina

MISS AFFLERBACH'S GOLDEN JUBILEE: HURRAH!
••*•••••••••*•••••••••••*•*••••••••••••**••••*

YOU have heard us mention Miss Revera Afflerbach who has been Forelady here at Eagle Shirts since 1918.
It is not often that one sees such allegiance, and we appreciate it. Also, she has been very nice to allow us

HARRIS SPORTING GOODS
"THE SPORTSMAN'S CENTER"
CLEMSON HIGHWAY — SENECA

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
Hardware - Sporting Goods
"Serving This Section Since 1885"
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

to bandy her name about in ads, books, etc. So we would like to proclaim something to honor her and also give

IN PERSON

us another excuse to bandy her name: The Afflerbach Golden Jubilee Year.

iMUrKli'lAMiU
!*HAL.FAXi11
GEEZINSLAWBROS
JO MAPES
Com me Motor M.C^

* Now, ordinarily this wouldn't

occur until 1968, but why wait until the last moment? Besides, we have already struck a medal (see above). The
cloth in the shirt upon which the medal is hanging is also named after her: Afflerbach Cloth. It is made in
Switzerland to her specifications, which are 20% wool and 80% cotton. Her reasoning is interesting. She wanted
enough wool to make it very soft, but enough cotton to make it light and washable. Any more wool than
that and it's not a shirt so much as a nice, if bulky, garment for woodchopping or other hearty activities.
-k Additionally, it is mothproof; if for no other reason than that no moth would be willing to go to all that
work for such scant nourishment. Afflerbach Cloth is the moth equivalent of pomegranates. The Afflerbach Jubilee
Shirt comes, complete with medal as shown, in solid colors (flame red, midnight navy.loden green, winter white,

STOP AT

smoke blue) at about $13.00; and tartans, district checks and blazer stripes at about $14.00, wherever Eagle Shirts

SAMS LUNCHETTE
"For An Appetizing Snack"

UL*AJ

I

are sold. If you're not sure where that is in your town, write Miss Afflerbach, Eagle Shirtmakers, Quakertown, Pa.
It might be nice if you said congratulations

© 1963

EAGLE SHIRTMAKERS, QUAKERTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA

Anderson,

GREENVILLE MEMORIAL
AUDITORIUM

Belk-Simpson's Saxon Shop

South Carolina

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2 AT 8:30 P. M.

IN GREENVILLE

North Main Street

Friday, November 1, 1963
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Cadets Annotated With Eggs, Water

Follow Homecoming Display Rules
and must be finished by 8:00
a.m. November 16 or they will
be graded by the judges in the
unfinished state.

Bendex Box
All clubs interested in reserving a campus site for the erection of homecoming displays
may contact Tommy Kicklighter in 9-410 (phone 654-9861) for
this purpose.
There are two categories for
judging: the animated and the
still life. Prize money has not
yet been set.
Rules governing displays are
as follows:

7) Each organization shall be
responsible for removing its decorations from its site not later

MANTOVANI

The Army ROTC Instructor
than Monday afternoon, Novem- Group just received information
from the US Army Quartermasber 18.
ter School at Fort Lee, Virgi8) Grading shall be conduct- nia,
that Second Lieutenant
ed as in the past. A total of George L. Harmon, Jr., stood
fifty points may be obtained. number one out of fifty-seven
students in the quartermaster
Officer Basic Course completed
on October 11, 1963. Lt. HarCLEAN
mon was a member of the 4-H
Club in Chesterfield, South Car(Continued from Page 3)

(Continued from Page 1)

1) Priority for sites near
buildings will be given those
groups who require electrical
outlets for power.
2) Further priority will be
given to professional or departmental organizations for sites
near their respective buildings.
3) Confirmation of reservations must be made with Tommy Kicklighter not later than
November 4.
4) Organizations are encouraged to erect a small dignified
sign indicating its name beside
its decoration unless the name
is present in the display itself.
5) Individual clubs and organizations shall be responsible for
the security of their respective
decorations.
6) Decorations should be finished by 1:00 p.m. November 15

ings than practically any living
artist, he has branched into
television, films and has even
played command performances
before the Queen of England.
Among his collection of awards,
he can proudly point to 12 gold
discs each representing the fact
that a Mantovani album has
passed the quarter million mark
in sales. He is the first artist
to have sold 1,000,000. stero re
cordings.
Mantovani and his family —
consisting of wife, Winifred, and
children, Kenneth, and Paula,
and Bijou, a black poodle — reside in an apartment in London's fashionable St. John's
Woods; during the season, they
retire to a country home at
Bournemouth in the summer.

an administrator who would
not give more freedom if the
students would take more responsibility."
Why do we fight the administration when there are important world issues? I guess this
is one question that each one of
us of "the seeking generation"
will have to answer for himself.

On Highway 123

;

'_

| NAME:

15 1st
10
*5

2nd

,

3rd

k;-=~zi^i=r=r=z

day at the YMCA pool after
4:30 p.m.
A call has been issued to all
the freshman team to meet at
the YMCA pool on Monday,
October 21 at 4:30.

COLLEGE AVENUE
FRI. NIGHT
NOV. 1
Special Late Show
10:30 P. M.

"VIOLENT
MIDNIGHT1
FRI.

SAT.

NOV. 1 - 2
Howard Keel
Nicole Mauret

"THE DAY OF
THE TRIFFIDS'
In Color
SUN. - MON.
NOV. 3 - 4
Sophia Loren
Maximilian Schell
Robert Wagner
In

j
TUES.
NOV. 5
(Double feature)

"VILLAGE OF
THE DAMNED'
Plus

"30 YEARS
OF FUN"

Oconee Theatre

1. Cut Out The Numbered Advertisements (1-16) Or Along The Dotted Lines.
2. Circle The Teams You Think Will Win (Both When Indicating A Tie).
Pick Total Number Of Points To Be Scored In Clemson-U.N.C. Game.
3. Place In Envelope With Name And Drop In Box Provided In Canteen (Or Mail To The
Tiger Postmarked) No Later Than 10 P. M. Thursday, Nov. 7.

notified of the editor's decision
within two weeks of receipt of
poetry and shall have the opportunity of obtaining the complete anthology, to be printed
by mid December.

4. Winners Will Be Announced In The Tiger, Friday, Nov. 15.
5. Members Of The Tiger Staff Are Ineligible.
6. One Entry Per Person.

t&e tprtfm club!
"V^

HARVARD

L. C. MARTIN

(13)

3u

155

PRINCETON

~-^rduen,tiAre

DRUG COMPANY

^Mappa S^nlpH

Your Xjtexalt^ Store

All Aboard For Happy Sailings, Happy
Holidays, And Happy Homecomings In
The Newest Look Of A Sling Shot Shift.

S. Carlyle Morgan

We have all Colors And Sizes. A Red Car-

OUR lc SALE IS JUST

Class of '41
(8)

Clemson Theatre

"THE
CONDEMNED
OF ALTONA"

| ADDRESS:

Phone 654-4321

PITTSBURG

Mauney, Thomas Rasher, Floyd
Vandiver, Robert Walden, and
Bill Walsh of the Army ROTC
and Dennis Mangum and Doug
Rippy of the Air Force. Harold
E. Sells, Army ROTC and a
cadet company commander is
the society's president. The
Scabbard and Blade is the sponsoring organization of the Military Banquet and Ball held each
March.

CHOP UP "THE TIGER"
AND PICK THE WINNER

(Continued from Page 5)

HENDRICK'S FLOWERS
Flowers For All Occasions
Special Rates For Clemson Students

$

SWIMMERS

SEE

For

the past which were seen last
week on the quadrangle at noon
each day were not ghosts at all,
but were the seven new pledges of the Scabbard and Blade
who are to be initiated soon into this national military honor
fraternity. Each noon the pledges, dresses in old cadet gray,
were subject to unheard of drill
movements, broken eggs, and
cold water.
The new pledges are Dave

F • II TBALL CONTEST

Baptists Present
Autumn Retreat Poetry Congress Desires
Original Collegiate Verse
B. S. U. students had an
outstanding weekend in Columbia during the State Baptist
Student Union Convention. Good
speakers, discussions, fellow- Poetry is wanted for the new
ship, football and State Fair 1963-64 Inter-Collegiate Poetry
made up the weekend's activi- Congress Anthology. Selections
ties.
will be based upon poetic
The B. S. U. reminds you of merit and chosen from colthe Fall Retreat that will be leges and universities throughheld on November 8-10 at a out the country. A first prize
youth camp near Greenville.
Dr. L. D. Johnson and Rev. of $25 will be awarded, with
Charles Osborn will be the fea- a second and third prize of $15
tured speakers. Other colleges and $10 respectively. All poe
will also be present. All inter- try must be submitted no later
ested students are invited to
than November 25 If accept
attend.
ed, all future publishing rights
The regular B. S. U. meeting are to be retained by the auwill be on Wednesday night at thor. All contributions shall be
7 o'clock

olina, a member of the American Association of-Textile Technologists, and of Phi Psi. In the
Army ROTC he was a Cadet
Captain, Battalion S2, and was
appointed a Distinguished Military Graduate upon his graduation from College. Lt. Harmon
is being assigned to the 54th
Quartermaster Company at Ft.
Benning.
Those ghosts of Clemson from

NOTRE DAME

GETTING UNDERWAY
BRING YOUR DATE TO THE

COME IN AND

HOLLY HILL INN

Student Charge Accounts Welcomed

qsmm jJwppa

SAVE!

On The Clemson Cloverleaf
FOR THE FINEST

pet Is Waiting For You! ! !

104 NORTH CLEMSON AVENUE

STEAKS — CHICKEN — SHRIMP
We Have Box Lunches
Or Just A Sandwich

AUBURN

(15)

MISS. STATE

MINNESOTA

(16)

OPEN SUNDAY AT 9 FOR BREAKFAST

FLORIDA

(9)

GEORGIA
Boys' And Girls' Handsewn Shoes Similar To Weejuns
BLOCK "C" SWEATERS
And Stocking Caps

Stop by after the game.

SLOAN'S MEN'S WEAR

GIFTS

BAYLOR

The Only Place With a

TEXAS

(1.1)

Color T.V.

FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Diamonds — Watches

Shoe Repairs

Silver — China

CLEMSON SHOE SERVICE

College Seal Jewelry

SANDWICH SHOP

Easy Terms On Stereos And Tape Recorders
Complete Line Of Small Items For
CHRISTMAS

— CHARMS —

Owned By

MARTINS RADIO

Watch And Jewelry Repair

DAN

PURDUE

(12)

MICHIGAN STATE

Clemson Jewelers

. A Clemson Man

TRAILER FOR RENT!
'63 NASHUA 10 X 50, 2 BEDROOM WITH 8 X 40 PATIO

STRIBLING'S TRAILER PARK

"The Country Gentleman's Jeweler"

Old Stone Road

Compliments

Of

THE JOHN C. CALHOUN
HOTEL
And

Near

(10)

"TIE BREAKER'

U. N. C.

CLEMSON

TOTAL POINTS.

Pendleton Shopping Center

HARPER'S 5 & m STORE

CADILLAC - OLDSMOBILE - RAMBLER

STUFFED TIGERS

MINYARD MOTOR INC.

All Clemson Souvenirs

THE CALHOUN MOTOR
LODGE

The Finest Quality Automobiles

Check On Our Low Prices
On Radios And Tape Recorders

IN THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN ANDERSON
1 FLORIDA STATE

DAN'S

Harper's Sells It For Less

GA. TECH (7)

NORTHWESTERN
.

(14)

WISCONSIN

712 South Main Street
Anderson, South Carolina
L.S.U

(5)

T.C.U.

Surest sign of a well-dressed man: to fee seen at the
sign of GOLDEN AWARD, acquiring shirts. For
Golden Award Shirts are precisely tailored from
authentically traditional fabrics. And priced for
men who know the value of money: mostly $4.00

